We describe the design, construction, calibration and use of a near-infrared thermodynamic radiation thermometer to measure blackbodies from 400 K to 1300 K. The motivation for this work is the pending redefinition of the kelvin and the need for direct, thermodynamic temperature measurements of the fixed-point blackbodies presently used in the realization of the temperature scale. The challenges of accurately measuring Planck radiances which vary greatly in radiance level and spectral shape are discussed. Methods to characterize the components used in the radiation thermometer design are described. The use of this radiation thermometer as a relative primary thermometer and the resulting residuals are shown. We describe radiometric calibration procedures for using the radiation thermometer as an absolute primary thermometer. Preliminary data showing the initial radiometric calibration steps are discussed.
Introduction
The upcoming redefinition of the kelvin has led to active research in thermodynamic temperature measurements with the lowest uncertainties primarily for more accurate determination of the Boltzmann constant [1] . Once a consensus value of the Boltzmann constant with the lowest uncertainties has been reached, it is up to the different national measurement institutes to find the best means of realizing and disseminating temperatures using this new definition. Depending on the temperatures of interest, thermodynamic methods which might be well suited at a given range of temperatures will not be suitable at a different range of temperatures. Especially in the temperature region from 400 K to 1300 K, thermodynamic temperature techniques which can be used are quite limited. Acoustic thermometry is, at present, limited to an upper temperature limit of 550 K, primarily due to materials and sensor issues in the experimental set-up [2] . Thermodynamic temperature measurements using spectral radiation thermometry, which is quite successful at higher temperature above about 1000 K [3] , are difficult in this temperature region. Owing to the low levels of visible radiation emitted from blackbodies at temperatures below 1000 K, radiation thermometers need to be sensitive in the near-infrared wavelength region to measure blackbodies with sufficient signal-to-noise ratios, and, thus, commonly used silicon trap detectors cannot be used to calibrate these types of radiation thermometers. In the past, non-imaging filter radiometers constructed using indiumgallium arsenide (InGaAs) diodes have been used to measure thermodynamic temperatures from 419 • C to 660 • C [4] to determine differences between thermodynamic temperatures and those assigned using the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) [5] but these temperature scale comparisons were performed using heat-pipe blackbodies instead of ITS-90 fixed-point blackbodies.
(a) Challenging temperature measurements
In this temperature range, the need for accurate temperature measurements often arises from the requirements for calibrations of infrared measuring instruments such as radiation thermometers and infrared thermal imagers. In the current ITS-90, temperatures in the region of 13.8 K to 1234.93 K are measured using a standard platinum resistance thermometer (SPRT) and a specified interpolation function. Thus, even for determining the temperature of a blackbody which is then used for calibrating a thermal imager using the Planck function, in the strict definition of ITS-90, the temperature of the blackbody must be determined using an SPRT. The uncertainties in the determination of the blackbody radiance temperature to contact thermometry depend on various quantities such as emissivity of the blackbody and the temperature uniformity of the blackbody. Intercomparisons of near-infrared radiation thermometers (NIRT) which have been calibrated directly against the ITS-90 fixed points and the scale derived from SPRTs reveal that lower uncertainties in non-contact temperature determinations of blackbodies can be achieved using near-infrared radiation thermometers which are directly calibrated using fixed-point cavities [6] .
(b) Absolute and relative primary thermometry
In the temperature range between 400 K and 1300 K, these near-infrared radiation thermometers are typically calibrated using five (In, Sn, Zn, Al, and Ag) fixed-point cells with their temperatures assigned by the ITS-90 temperature scale. A radiation thermometer can be calibrated using ITS-90 by the use of an interpolation function which gives the relationship between temperatures and output signals. In this temperature range, the Planck form of the Sakuma-Hattori interpolation function using three fitting parameters is used [7] , and the Consultative Committee for Thermometry (CCT) Working Group 1 (WG1) refers to this method as relative primary thermometry, with this method being distinct from relative thermometry, where there is no physical basis for the interpolation function used for the fit such as a polynomial. If the near-infrared radiation thermometer could be calibrated directly to a scale traceable to the absolute standard such as a cryogenic electrical substitution radiometer, then the radiation thermometer can be used as an absolute primary thermometer where there are no fixed point temperatures used for its calibration, and the value of the Boltzmann constant gives the traceability to the kelvin. The use of the radiation thermometer as an absolute primary thermometer requires that the calibrations be SI traceable to the primary standards of optical power, distance, solid angle and wavelength. The steps for these calibrations in the near-infrared spectral wavelengths are discussed in this paper. The development and a calibration route of a near-infrared radiation thermometer which can be used as an absolute primary thermometer in the temperature range from 400 K to 1300 K is described. A near-infrared radiation thermometer can also be used initially as a relative primary thermometer by using ITS-90 fixed point temperatures for its calibration. The assessment of its performance by using it as a relative primary thermometer can be used to determine whether the radiation thermometer has the desired qualities suitable for use as an absolute radiation thermometer. The technical challenges in such an undertaking are described. Such a radiation thermometer should be designed and constructed to be capable of low size-of-sourceeffect correction, and long-term stable operation. The preliminary steps in the calibrations of the radiation thermometer to an absolute detector-based scale are shown.
Technical challenges of primary radiometric thermometry in the near-infrared spectral wavelengths (a) Dynamic range of Planck radiances
The two main challenges to primary radiometric thermometry in the temperature range from 400 K to 1300 K arise from the need to measure Planck radiances which change dramatically in both the absolute magnitude and in spectrally shape, and the need to perform radiometric scale realization in the near-infrared wavelength region. The first challenge can be seen in figure 1 where the Planck spectral radiances are plotted as a function of wavelength at ITS-90 fixed-point temperatures and at 3000 K. 650 nm for determining temperatures of blackbodies by extrapolation using ITS-90 techniques. At 650 nm, the differences in radiances between the Au-point temperatures and 3000 K are only about 10 4 , but it is still quite challenging to perform these comparisons with the lowest uncertainties. At 1550 nm, the differences in the spectral radiances between the In-fixed point and the Ag-fixed point temperatures are about 10 6 , which are substantially greater than the spectral radiance differences in the visible wavelength region. The large differences in spectral radiances require both detectors and photo-current measuring devices which can be operated in a linear regime with low uncertainties in photo-current conversion gains.
(b) Spectral shapes of Planck radiances
Spectral shapes of the Planck radiances also change dramatically between 400 K and 1300 K. The spectral radiances of the ITS-90 fixed points normalized at 1500 nm are plotted in figure 2 , and dramatic changes in the spectral shapes from the In point to the Ag point can be observed. The shift in the spectral shape from the long-wavelength side of 1500 nm to the shorter-wavelength side indicates that the spectral out-of-band measurements are as important as the spectral in-band measurements when performing primary radiometric thermometry in this spectral region. The need for low uncertainty measurements of spectral responsivities can be especially challenging with near-infrared detectors which are not as well characterized as their visible counterparts, and low uncertainty measurements in the out-of-band region could be difficult using detectors with radiometric scales which can have substantially larger uncertainties than in the visible.
Design of a near-infrared primary radiometric thermometer (a) Optical and chassis design
The physical design of a near-infrared radiation thermometer is not different from that of a radiation thermometer which operates in the visible wavelength region. This is due to the fact that Table 1 . The optical performances quantified by the Strehl ratio as a function of wavelength for a commercial 200 mm focallength achromatic objective lens. Higher Strehl ratios indicate better imaging performance, and the same lens exhibits better imaging performance at 1550 nm than at 500 nm. Moving the object distance at 1550 nm to achieve the same image distance as at 500 nm further improves the imaging performance. optical elements in achromatic lenses which have high transmittances in the visible wavelength region also have high transmittances in the near-infrared wavelength region. A schematic of the design used for both visible and near-infrared radiation thermometers at NIST is shown in figure 4 . In this design, graphite-epoxy rods are used as a thermally stable structure to ensure stability of throughput in the radiance responsivity. The methods to reduce the size-of-source effect by choosing a low-scatter objective lens with sufficient optical performance are the same as those used in the visible wavelength region. A Lyot stop and a tilted-field stop are used to further reduce the size-of-source effect [8] . In the NIST design, commercial achromatic lenses are used, and the image distance change due to the chromatic focal shift is compensated by moving the lens. The best-focus distance is determined using optical-modelling software and also measured using a knife-edge test. The imaging performances of objective lenses can quantified with Strehl ratios (Strehl ratio for a diffraction-limited performance lens is 1.0). As determined using opticalmodelling software, the optical performances of commercial achromats shown in table 1 exhibit better optical performances at near-infrared wavelengths than in the visible wavelengths.
(b) Spectral filter
The choice of the spectral filter is critical. Spectral filters should be chosen to avoid atmospheric absorption lines, but the spectral transmittance pass-band should be broad enough for sufficient collection of the optical power from a low-temperature blackbody such as the In point. The attenuation of a 1 m path length under standard temperature and pressure conditions at sea level is shown in figure 3 . Water-vapour absorption bands should be avoided when choosing filters for the near-infrared radiation thermometer since the changes in atmospheric conditions will lead to changes in transmittances at those wavelengths coinciding with atmospheric absorption features. The choice of a spectral filter centered at 1550 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 100 nm will result in a radiation thermometer which will not be sensitive to changes in atmospheric conditions. The spectral filter is temperature stabilized to a temperature which is at or slightly above room temperature for long-term, stable, spectral transmittances. The spectral filter is constructed using ion-assisted deposition to reduce the humidity-dependent changes of the filter transmittance. The NIST design shown in figure 4 uses a spectral filter centred at 1550 nm with a spectral full-width at half maximum of 100 nm to collect sufficient optical power at the In point. For the optical collection used in the NIST design, a spectral filter with narrower spectral bandwidth would not provide enough throughput for adequate signal-to-noise ratio at the lowest temperatures.
(c) Choice of detectors and preamplifier
The choice of the detector in the radiation thermometer is also critical. In this spectral region, InGaAs detectors are used for their stability and shunt resistance. InGaAs detectors have been found to exhibit nonlinear behaviour when the detector is overfilled by the incident optical power [9] . However, the shunt resistance is inversely proportional to the detector area so that larger detectors will have lower shunt resistances which compromise high gain performance. cooling the diodes with thermos-electric (TE) coolers are desired for the highest performance. The diode used in the NIST design is a 3 mm diameter, InGaAs diode which is cooled using a four-stage TE cooler to achieve a detector temperature of −85 • C. This cooling results in a diode, shunt resistance of 200 GΩ which is desired for low-noise operations when measuring low level currents. The incident radiation has been limited using a metal shield to an area which is 2.5 mm in diameter to under-fill the diode to avoid nonlinearities in the diode photocurrents. The photocurrent generated by the near-infrared radiation is measured using a transimpedance amplifier which outputs voltages from the input currents. The accurate conversion of the input current is especially important for the near-infrared region since the dynamic range of currents can range in magnitude by 10 6 . At NIST, current-to-voltage amplifiers are calibrated using a calibrated current source which is in-turn calibrated using standards traceable to the quantum resistance and quantum voltage standards [10] . Current preamplifiers are calibrated for a range of voltages from −10 V to 10 V in specified voltage steps at each gain setting.
(d) Use as a relative primary thermometer
At NIST, two near-infrared radiation thermometers (NIRT) were built using the design shown in figure 4 , and another Radiation Thermometer 1550 (RT1550) was built with similar fore-optics and the same preamplifier designs. These radiation thermometers were calibrated using the ITS-90 fixed-point blackbodies consisting of In, Sn, Zn, Al, Ag, and Au. The signals as a function of temperatures were fitted using the Planck version of the Sakuma-Hattori function [10] . The residuals from the fit are shown in table 2 for the RT1550. The current-to-voltage conversion gains in the preamplifiers of the radiation thermometers were corrected using the preamplifier calibration method described above.
Radiometric calibrations
In the high-temperature region above 1300 K, there are four different methods to obtain thermodynamic temperatures using spectral radiation thermometry. These methods have been extensively discussed in the literature. Owing to its many advantages for use as radiometric transfer standards, in the wavelength region from 300 nm to 1000 nm, silicon-trap detectors are used exclusively as transfer standards to obtain spectral irradiance responsivities from spectral power responsivity as determined using the cryogenic electrical substitution radiometer. The spectral responsivities of Si-trap detectors can be modelled using well-tested polynomial functions, and the spatial uniformity and cosine-response of the Si-trap detectors can be close to that of ideal spatially and angularly uniform detectors. For thermodynamic temperature measurements using spectral radiometry from 400 K to 1300 K, spectral radiometry must be performed in the near-infrared region. As in the higher temperature region, the traceability to optical power, distance, and wavelengths must be demonstrated, but due to the absence of detectors which have qualities of Si-trap detectors in the near-infrared wavelength region, the uncertainties of spectral irradiance responsivity calibrations may increase over those found using the Si-trap detector. The subsequent sections describe a route to radiometric calibrations of an absolute primary thermometer. 
(a) Direct use of InGaAs detector
The lack of a near-infrared detector which can take the place of the Si-trap detector is a serious impediment to achieving low uncertainties in determinations of thermodynamic temperatures in this temperature range. However, InGaAs diodes can be used as direct transfer devices if the spatial uniformity of the power responsivity is measured and thus the additional uncertainties in converting the power responsivity to irradiance responsivity are known [11] . The use of an InGaAs diode for radiometric scale realizations is shown in figure 5 . First, InGaAs diodes are measured on a set-up with x-and y-stages to determine the spatial response uniformity. The most uniform diodes are chosen for calibrations of spectral power responsivity using the cryogenic radiometer as shown in figure 5a,b. Since the spatial uniformity of the detector has been measured previously, a precision aperture is fitted on the InGaAs diode as shown in figure 5c to define an area for conversion to spectral irradiance responsivity from spectral power responsivity. The aperture areas are measured separately. The calibrated InGaAs diode is then used to determine the spectral irradiances from the integrating sphere. The same diode is also used to determine the radiometric distance and also to determine the Lambertian output of the integrating sphere at 1550 nm. The knowledge of the distance and the Lambertian output is sufficient to assign the spectral radiances of the integrating sphere for calibrations of the radiation thermometer as shown in figure 5d.
(b) Spectral power responsivity of the InGaAs diode
As discussed previously, the radiation thermometer must be calibrated to national standards for optical power. This calibration can be performed using InGaAs photodiodes which are inturn calibrated using a cryogenic electrical substitution radiometer. Unlike Si diodes, the spectral dependence of the spectral power responsivity exhibits oscillations as a function of wavelength, and the spectral dependences of InGaAs diodes cannot be modelled. When multiple sets of diodes from different vendors were examined for use as transfer standards in an international comparison, common spectral dependences were not observed. The lack of predictable spectral dependences leads to a requirement that InGaAs diodes used as working standards must be measured for spectral power responsivity with closely spaced wavelength steps. The total uncertainties of the spectral power responsivity is estimated to be about 0.1% (k = 2) with the dominant term in the uncertainties arising from the spatial uniformity of the InGaAs diode.
(c) Distance dependence at 1550 nm
The primary radiation thermometers also are calibrated to the realization of the meter and solid angle. At NIST, the distances between the integrating sphere source and the working standard detector are determined using radiometric techniques. The working standard diode is centred radiometrically and then the distances between the integrating sphere source and the diode is changed. The signals are fitted to determine the agreement to the inverse square law, and the distances found using the fitted function. Any additional scatter terms or deviation from the inverse square law would be seen in the dispersion of the residuals from the fitted function.
(d) Properties of the integrating sphere source at 1550 nm
Since the integrating sphere source (ISS) is a proxy for a blackbody as a calibrated spectral radiance source, the properties of the ISS closely match those of a nearly perfect blackbody [12] . The emissivities of fixed-point blackbodies with a cavity geometry and surrounded thermally conducting metal undergoing its phase transition can be greater than 0.999. The ISS should spatially uniform and also uniform in its angular output. A large, 30 cm ISS coated with sintered polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with an 8 mm diameter opening was used for these measurements. The ISS used at NIST was measured for its spatial uniformity as shown in figure 6 and angular uniformity. The spatial and angular uniformities are comparable to the best measurements of ISS used at 650 nm and thus the sphere uniformity should not lead to unacceptably large uncertainties in the radiometric scale realizations.
(e) Initial absolute spectral responsivity measurements
The initial measurements of the absolute radiance responsivities are shown in figure 7 , and the anticipated uncertainties are shown in wavelength region using Si-trap detectors but have not been demonstrated in the near-infrared wavelength region. The radiance responsivities of a near-infrared radiation thermometer used at NIST, the RT1550, was performed in the NIST Spectral irradiance and radiance responsivity calibrations using uniform sources (SIRCUS) facility. For comparisons of the absolute and relative radiation thermometry, the radiance responsivities in the entire spectral region where the InGaAs diode has any responsivity will need to be measured with low uncertainties. This need to measure the 'out-of-band' responsivity is due to the vastly different spectral shapes between the different temperatures as discussed in the earlier section. Work is on-going to measure the out-of-band radiance responsivities, and thermodynamic temperature measurements using this radiation thermometer will be published in the near future. 
(f) Target uncertainties in thermodynamic temperature
The targeted uncertainty budget when the radiation thermometer is used to measure fixedpoint blackbodies is shown in table 4. These uncertainties includes components such as radiance responsivity, stability, plateau identification, linearity, size-of-source effect, and others. Achieving this total target uncertainty will enable thermodynamic measurements with uncertainties shown in table 5 at the various ITS-90 fixed points.
Conclusion
The design and construction of a near-infrared radiation thermometer for use as both a relative primary thermometer and an absolute primary thermometer are described. The same lenses used in the visible wavelength can be used with even better performance in the near-infrared region. Spectral filters must be chosen to avoid atmospheric lines and must have a spectral bandwidth broad enough to be able to measure low-temperature blackbody sources with sufficient signalto-noise ratios. Owing to the wide dynamic range of radiances from blackbody sources which range in temperatures from 400 K to 1300 K, the current-to-voltage amplifier must be calibrated for its gain conversion linearity. The uncertainties of absolute radiance calibrations are expected to be larger in this spectral region due to the absence of detectors which serve the role of Si-trap detectors in the visible wavelength region.
